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REY AKDOGAN 
 
Rey Akdogan creates subtle interventions into the spatial, temporal, and material conditions of a given 
environment through an understated use of repurposed industrial and display materials.  
 
Akdogan’s early work developed architectural proposals on the basis of fictional scenarios, pulling apart 
unrealized models in order to develop new and different configurations on the basis of hypothetical parts. The 
reconfiguration and détournement of teleological materials continues to characterize Akdogan’s process, though 
her engagement with architecture has become at once more nuanced and diffuse.  
 
Recent works have employed—in a manner contrary to their intended use—materials from stage design, 
commercial photography, and industrial manufacturing: theatrical lighting gels, packing material, cinefoil, neutral 
density filters, PVC curtains, and fluorescent rods, among others. United by their literal and figurative capacity to 
filter, these materials are conventionally put toward utilitarian ends that seek to render them invisible through the 
act of use—they are seen through rather than looked at. However, in the case of Akdogan’s work, they 
simultaneously gesture toward the industrial context from which they came as well as the space in which they are 
exhibited. In her Faction series, French cleats are arranged in a manner contrary to their intended use, becoming 
functionally redundant. Akdogan brings to the fore the backbone that holds the picture—those objects that are 
conventionally hidden from sign and used for hanging artworks—unraveling the hierarchical support/surface 
relationship between the wall, the cleat, and the artwork. 
 
Akdogan’s practice engages the shifting climatic conditions of the exhibition space through subtle manipulations 
of standard fixtures as well as the incorporation of new elements. Its atmospheric quality interpellates thresholds 
such as windows, open doors, and air vents, in addition to that which surrounds the envelope of the exhibition 
space. In night curtain, a N-9 neutral density filter fitted over the gallery entrance simultaneously produced an 
interior space while absorbing and reflecting the street outside. This progression of layers was mirrored in 
miniature through a set of eighty handmade slides, comprised of theater gels and transparent packing materials 
secured between the frames of 35-mm slide cartridges and projected through a standard Kodak carousel. 

 
Without the use of celluloid or a camera, Akdogan employs light and transparent materials to construct a 
paracinematic apparatus in which the space itself functions as a projection screen. In night curtain, the shadows 
cast by a modified industrial fan, itself initially concealed from view, echoed and expanded structural film’s 
meditation on the medium. Circumventing the photographic negative and cinematic filmstrip, Akdogan’s work 
bears an iconic rather than indexical relationship to its material referent while remaining paradoxically abstract. 
The interrelation of these materials carries its own logic, and the artist arranges and rearranges them almost like 
objects. In doing so, she sets into motion a poetics of transformation that brings together the standard-issue and 
the custom-made. These subtle interventions are palpable, though the degree of intentionality at play often 
remains opaque. The materials evoke fleeting memories of other spaces, ranging from industrial warehouses, 
aircraft hangers, factories, supermarkets, and perhaps even the cinema, but with a destabilizing difference. 
Akdogan’s work invites a material and historical reading in addition to a formal one. Its physical presence is 
abiding at the same time that it gestures toward the space outside; both forward and backward in time, toward the 
process of production and other cycles of use. 
 
 
Rey Akdogan (b. 1974, Germany) completed the Whitney Independent Study Program in 2004 after receiving her MA from 
Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design in 2001. Recent exhibitions dedicated to her work include Rey Akdogan 
(Hannah Hoffman, Los Angeles, 2017), Faction (Miguel Abreu Gallery, 2017), Rey Akdogan (Radio Athenes, Athens, 2016), 
Crash Rail (Miguel Abreu Gallery, 2015), Rey Akdogan (Hannah Hoffman, Los Angeles, 2014), night curtain (Miguel 
Abreu Gallery, 2012), off set (MoMA PS1, 2012), and Silent Partner, (Andrew Roth Gallery, 2012). She was included in the 
XIV Bienal de Cuenca in 2018, and has also been included in group exhibitions at Dia:Beacon, Miguel Abreu Gallery, Real Fine 
Arts, Venetia Kapernekas Gallery, Simone Subal Gallery, Elisabeth Ivers Gallery (all in New York), Galerie Anke Schmidt (Köln), 
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Galerie Max Mayer (Du ̈sseldorf), FraenkelLAB (San Francisco), Galerie Balice Hertling (Paris), Galerie Tatjana Pieters 
(Ghent), and Rodeo Gallery (Istanbul). #46, a book of the artist’s work, was published by PPP Editions in 2012. Akdogan’s  first 
solo exhibition with Galerie Anke Schmidt (Köln), Subtractions, is currently on view through February 19, 2022. Her artist 
book, Subtractions: Lights Plants Curtains, is being published by Project 4 / Minerva Projects. 



Reviews

Kavior Moon, “Rey Akdogan, Hannah Hoffman,” Reviews, Artforum, November 2017





Rey Akdogan, as told to David Muenzer, “Rey Akdogan’” ARTFORUM, August 1, 2017

Rey Akdogan’s works touch on invisible standards and everyday objects, such as crash rails, in order to
mine emotional reactions and systemic analysis. The latest exhibition of concise gestures by the New
York–based artist is on view at Hannah Hoffman Gallery in Los Angeles through August 26, 2017.

I AM INTERESTED IN MOTION, our everyday lives, and how we move through space. Each of my works
extracts elements from much larger systems. And usually they are standard systems that perform specific
tasks in our everyday lives. A standard is something that—if it works well—we don’t usually register. It is
not an evident part of our visual universe. For instance: You go into a supermarket. You just want to get a
bag of carrots, and they look fantastically orange there. You bring them home. You unpack them. Then, all
of a sudden, they are not so orange. The plastic they’re wrapped in is tinted, and the supermarket’s light
had an effect; both of these layers react, and they become something—an environment.

The French cleats used in the exhibition typically exist between an artwork and a wall. Yet, they have a
strange quality when you extract them from their normal function. They become visible. French cleats
have a specific shape. They have two parts, with standard interlocking angles and types of wood. It’s all
very specific. Usually the visible edges of a French cleat are painted to match the color of the artwork it
supports, to make the cleat less visible. In the “Faction” works at Hannah Hoffman, I wanted to reverse
the application of the paint, by placing it on the angles and surfaces of the cleat that are usually
unexposed. But there are actually functional cleats behind the “Faction” works too; there are cleats
holding the cleats in a stack. That’s how they are.

On one of the long walls at Hannah Hoffman I replaced the gallery’s usual matte white paint with a high-
gloss commercial paint typically used for machinery or architectural facades. The visibility of the wall was
alienated; it became mirrorlike. This type of paint also yellows over time if it is not exposed to sunlight.
The standard UV-filtering properties of the gallery will set this process in motion.

There was a period when I had to spend a lot of time at the hospital, sitting in waiting rooms for hours and
hours. They are such strange environments. I was looking around and saw these odd things projected
slightly from the wall, almost like trompe l’oeil objects. I thought, What is this? Then, I started noticing
them everywhere. They’re in corridors; they’re in elevators; they’re found throughout public buildings and
institutions—universities, post offices, you name it.

Rey Akdogan
08.01.17

View of “Rey Akdogan,” 2017, Hannah Hoffman Gallery, Los Angeles.



Some of the works in the show are these objects called “crash rails,” fixtures with specific measurements
that protect walls from scratches and marks. They usually have to be approved through all sorts of
administrative offices. They also have to be sturdy in a specific way. I’m interested in how their varying
physical appearances are largely determined by how they operate. That sort of operational abstraction is
what holds together the construction of ambience.

— As told to David Muenzer
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7/15/2014 ArtSlant - This Bag is Not a Toy

http://www.artslant.com/la/articles/show/39784?print=1 2/4

In Carousel #7 (2014) Akdogan pigments, layers, and distorts plastic Aldi shopping bags, using them like lighting
gels or a finger or dirt over the lens. Many of the slides appear to be out of focus mistakes, as if the carousel has
been misloaded, yet Akdogan persists and the muddy blurred forms develop a mysterious rhythm. Though
unrecognizable as a logo or even a bag, this ubiquitous consumer object is present, hiding in plain view.

Using industrial grade plastics and rough rudimentary forms, Akdogan methodically dissects elements of the Aldi
bag, treating them to varying degrees of abstraction. In some works, this act obscures the brand and its humble
receptacle to a subliminal level. In a series of drawings titled Episode, transferred fragments of the Aldi Markt logo
cling to their Plexiglass support barely holding themselves or a cohesive image together. The logo’s diagonally
ascending blue lines hint at a landscape, but the mind scrambles for a mark to grasp. The smooth transparency of
the Plexiglass adds to the tenuous nature of the image. There is a mere wisp of ground holding this collection of
marks close, no tooth or weave or whiteness to bridge the strips and bits of blue and red color.
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feels different on the other side—colder, clinical, thin as if we’re being exposed or protected from something. It’s

eerie. Exiting the gallery becomes another shock.

Sometimes, it’s necessary to be deprived.
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As one wanders through the rooms of Rodeo’s apartment-cum-gallery space,
works by eleven artists loosely connected by a low-key aesthetic make a timely
statement on the condition of materiality now. Familiar media—a 16mm film,
35mm slides, paintings—are reinvented and intermixed with works fashioned
from objects found in the domestic domain, including a shower curtain,
refrigerator doors, and a lamp, in order to draw the viewer’s attention to the
literal tangibility of sensibilities and how one makes sense of objects and space.

Upon entering the gallery, the viewer encounters Andy Coolquit’s Multi Marfa
(2009)—a large lightbulb hung from the ceiling and framed by an unnecessarily
large, geometrically minimal wire framework. Informing the entire exhibition,
the precariousness of the metal frame hovers between the functional and the
functionless. While the bulb illuminates the space with a familiar yellow glow, the
structure seeming to support it is anything but “useful.”

Behind this work are Ian Law’s at 43 Kerimeikos; someplace else and at 43
Kerimeikos; kitchen décor (both works 2013), a diptych of refrigerator doors that
constitutes an unlikely canvas. The absurdity of Law’s materials and their
minimal aesthetic allows this domestic mise-en-scène to answer unspoken
questions of intimacy and form. The left piece is populated by depictions of the
cartoon character Casper the Friendly Ghost and what seems to be the gallery
owner’s innocuous written request (“Can you pass the remote?”); the right piece
features a scattered collection of small green tubes, hinting at a hidden syntax,
like the notes and magnets found on a family’s refrigerator door.

In the short corridor outside of the first room is Tamara Henderson’s Accent
Grave on Ananas (2013), a 16mm color film. Activated by motion sensor, the
short loop depicts a hand removing a newly formed glass from a pineapple, which
serves as its “heat-resistant” container. Audible throughout the entire space, the
whimsical soundtrack is reminiscent of holidays and tropical beaches. The story
is told through visual juxtaposition, similar to the work of experimental
filmmaker Maya Deren, whose unfolding images are at once linear and cyclical.
The film projector’s automation serves to both engage the viewer physically
within the narrative and to privatize the view—introducing a kind of intimacy
that runs throughout the exhibition. Taking advantage of the gallery
architecture’s nooks and niches, the overall installation already belies a certain
hominess, but this work introduces an additional layer of intimacy: the action of
the motion sensor enhances the personal experience of approaching—walking
around and towards—the work of art.

In Rey Akdo�an’s Carousel no. 6 (2011–12), color gels and filters—as well as
Mylar and assorted packaging material—are squeezed into 35mm slide mounts
and projected onto the wall in an adjacent room. Living, breathing, clucking away
rhythmically, the slide projector produces images that one would never encounter
in real life. The assemblage’s three-dimensionality is flattened into a two-
dimensional projection, producing a brilliant means of approaching abstraction.

An eloquent articulation of the exhibition’s undercurrent—the familiar and
intimate transformed and estranged—leaners (2013), another work by Akdo�an,
is made up of three panes of glass that have been removed from the windows of
the space and positioned almost haphazardly against a wall. At once displaced
from their original location but still located within the parameters of the space,
leaners engages with a visually, aurally, and temporally shifting architecture. Like
many of the objects in the exhibition, this work is small-scale and speaks to the
viewer and the other installed works in a way that is not too different from the
functional spaces we normally inhabit.

In contrast, Colin Whitaker’s Teleferik (2013), a dormant kinetic sculpture,
underscores the relationship between mechanics and the exhibition’s nitty-gritty
materiality. Alluding to a mode of public transportation within a short distance of

1 View of “Burn These Eyes Captain, and Throw Them in the
Sea!!,” Rodeo, Istanbul, 2014.

2 View of “Burn These Eyes Captain, and Throw Them in the
Sea!!,” Rodeo, Istanbul, 2014.

3 (Left) Ian Law, at 43 Kerimeikos; someplace else, 2013.
(Right) Ian Law, at 43 Kerimeikos; kitchen décor, 2013.

4 Tamara Henderson, Accent Grave on Ananas, 2013.
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the gallery, its title means “cable car” in Turkish; however, Teleferik reconfigures
the locomotive’s mechanics with simple materials and substitutions. Situated
between the two windows on the rear side of the building, this almost moving
object is divided into three distinct parts, or levels—one on the ground, one on a
stool, and one on a shelf attached to the wall—all of which function like stand-ins
for stations, while material not unlike that of a garden hose cleverly connects the
simple metal rods together.

The title of the exhibition, which calls upon the viewers to interrogate notions of
visibility, invites us to tread within a paradoxical environment that is equally
uncomfortable, familiar, and intimate. As we move throughout the exhibition,
our relationship to these materials becomes defamiliarized and their
visibility/viewability shifts from one work to the next. “Burn These Eyes Captain,
and Throw Them in the Sea!!” distorts materiality, reminding us that the mere
assembly of ordinary things can be ingeniously activated under the right
conditions.

Merve Unsal is an artist based in Istanbul. She is a founding editor of m-est.org.
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5 Tamara Henderson, Pineapple Interiors, 2013.

6 Rey Akdo�an, Carousel no. 6, 2011–12.

7 Rey Akdo�an, leaners, 2013.

8 Colin Whitaker, Teleferik, 2013.
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The temporal signature of our experience of contem-
porary art more often than not emphasizes the present 
moment. The forefront of artistic production and exhi-
bition-making, although frequently spatially secluded 
and hidden away in the outer boroughs, resides firmly 
in “the now”. 

At Real Fine Arts’s summer show “La Poussière 
de Soleils”,  Piper Marshall discovered a contrarian 
model. In an unexpected Bergsonian turn, duration and 
other temporal intricacies now seem to be ‘de rigueur’ 
in Brooklyn. 

The first impressions of “La Poussière de Soleils” 
established an intimate scale couched in the codi-
fications of an alternative space-cum-institution. 
At the exhibition’s entrance, a long wall took up 
nearly the length of the gallery, the title of the 
exhibition cut from off-white vinyl and barely 
visible adhering to it. Then came a Bertoia chair, 
a table adorned with an orchid, and a shelf of 
eclectic books selected by friends of the gallery 
ranging from “The Family Meal – Home Cooking 
with Ferran Adrià” (Lena Henke) to John Kelsey’s 
“Rich Texts” (Antek Walczak). The long wall 
gave way to a small labyrinthine room, which 

contained a Plexiglas-encased shelf holding four 
Egyptian amulets from the first millenium BC. 
These seemingly rare artifacts were countered by 
“Cadeau”, an 5,000-editioned Man Ray sculpture, 
and a wall work comprised of cardboard, wood, 
mat board, and newspaper. Around the corner 
was a painting sprouting mushrooms; an oil on 
canvas depicting gridded, twisted shapes; a velvet 
covered foam triptych wall display; and a char-
coal rubbing of bubble wrap. Beyond this hung 
a medium-sized photograph of Roman ruins, a 
pocket-sized painting of a moonrise followed by 
a photocopy of a photograph and even a bronzed 
Egyptian mirror from the second century AD, 
which was presented on a pedestal across from a 
shelf showcasing a small sculpture. Circling back 
to the right of the entrance, a flickering green 
light emanated from a hallway where a Bertoia 
bench pressed against the back wall and Shuji 
Terayama’s 16-mm film “The Cage” played on a 
loop. There was little didactic material and visual 
information, and no press release. The curator 
embargoed the circulation of exhibition images 
online, denying visual access to the show via 
outlets such as Contemporary Art Daily. It was the 
exhibition itself, the presentation that conjured 
the rules of the institution – the gray wall typical 
of the Metropolitan Museum, the dim light-
ing, and the Design Within Reach furniture. All 
resonated with cultural structure, the codes that 
establish a particular confidence in art that has 
solidly become culture. It also conveyed some 
of the themes of the show: Exchange, biography, 
value production, and above all, something very 
unusual and even esoteric for a cool commercial 
gallery: Time passing.

“La Poussière de Soleils” was installed at Real 
Fine Arts in Brooklyn, the small, attitudinal 

gallery space that has become integral in defin-
ing a parochial yet urgent community, one 
suspended between sincerity and skepticism, 
eking out a critical course against the “trends” 
of the contemporary art world – and successful 
as it withholds, dismissing the trappings which 
accompany ambition. Such strategy is often the 
modus operandi of Real Fine Arts, whose created 
exclusivity sometimes serves to increase the value 
of that which is withheld. Even as it extended 
this tradition of ambivalence, the show suggests 
a clearer commentary regarding the ins and outs 
of the art object as it circulates, entering and 

THE GOOD BERGSONIANS OF BROOKLYN

On “La Poussière de Soleils” at Real Fine Arts, New York

“La Poussière de Soleils”, Real Fine Arts, New York, 2013, installation view “La Poussière de Soleils”, Real Fine Arts, New York, 2013,  

installation view
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“Tilted Arc”. Such logic is linear, but linearity is 
not always what plays out in reality. The “new” 
accelerates development; students completing the 
work of their predecessor and then disavowing it. 
The “new” primes the ambitious and professional 
graduate student to enter the viewing world, their 
first time inaugurated by yet another summer 
group show. “La Poussière de Soleils” countered 
the accelerated and accelerating bad habits and 
expectations that we accept as part of a normal-
ized landscape in our contemporary, late capitalist 
condition by presenting it alongside the old and 
close to the ancient. Conceptually the exhibi-
tion deflected how value is gauged through a 
set of socially established criteria by suggesting 
that the value of each object rests in relationship 
with the other objects. Within contemporary art 
practices, Robert Smithson’s notion of entropy 
could perhaps be the most available critique of 
the “new.” But rather than starting from ruins 
such as “Partially Buried Woodshed”, or building 

them as in “Spiral Jetty”, in this exhibition time 
has a fluidity that the curator stretches through a 
concurrence of use, appreciation, the singular and 
the common.

“La Poussière de Soleils” was an exhibition 
about the artifact (the Egyptian mirror from the 
second century) and the continuum with con-
temporary art, like Rey Akdogan’s triptych “clip 
on (g) 1-25, 26-50, 51-75” (2013), three velvet-
covered jewelry display boards, with pins in place 
but with the goods long gone. The coupling sug-
gests an exploration of what is otherwise obfus-
cated. It averts arguments of artistic ego, stressing 
instead what Igor Koptyoff has described as the 
strain between individual (artist) and culture, 
more specifically, “the struggle for the individual, 
to bring value to things, and the ultimate clash 
with cultural structure of commoditization.”2

These steps were then countered by a selec-
tion of difficult artworks such as Malouf’s 

“Untitled”, a brown canvas comprised of vegetable 
pigment that seemingly sprouted fungus, and 

“Taschenzimmer (Pocket Room)” (1969) the rem-
nants of Dieter Roth’s studio – a molding banana 
slice with a thumbtack, in a carefully structured 
box. Malouf’s “stabilized” work dressed the part 
of time passing, while Roth’s remained changing. 
The juxtaposition appeals both to a fixation of 
structural time and an embrace of the ecological. 
At odds is the disintegration of material, specula-
tion, and the appreciation in value. Such a race 
eventually leaves the viewer with a canvas of 
carefully cured mushrooms or a well-made box of 
dust. Here, the simultaneity of the stable and the 
unstable is more interesting than the difference 
between them. The duality returns to Henri Berg-
son, who claimed that the only thing that exists 
are “things in the making, not states that remain 

exiting the world’s viewing, susceptible to the 
short attention span of Internet hype or collector 
frenzy, or even auction affirmation, measured 
up against “hashtags”, the ever trending social 
criteria for “achievement” on Instagram. “La 
Poussière de Soleils” renounced the tendency of 
a summer group show – aggregating neither a 
hip parade of America’s next top artists, nor a 
politely packaged presentation of the venue’s artist 
roster. Instead the curator borrowed a title and 
methodology from Raymond Roussel’s enig-
matic body of written work. The protosurrealist 
is known for linguistic distortions starting and 
ending stories with the same phrase, connecting 
the two via a polysemic narrative. The exhibition 
deployed such a strategy and projected it in three 
dimensions.

Curator Olivia Shao applied Roussel’s logic – 
which translates time into form and stretched it 
around the gallery, much as the mind stretches 
when making associations, linking together 
memory and thoughts. Roussel’s method became 
a curatorial procedure, his phonetic games con-
verted to visual rhymes. Such a combination elic-
its comparison between the gallery and mind, as 
the concatenation of works in between provoked 
a thought pattern, a proliferation of unwieldy yet 

related references. The gallery as mind guides 
thought yet does not prescribe it, rather as Henri 
Bergson suggests, it puts the viewer, “in the 
concrete flowing of duration,” allowing us to 
contemplate persistence and multiplicity.1

This was not an exhibition with a single argu-
ment that discrete artworks articulated and built 
upon, nor was it a show about a sentiment. Rather, 
the exhibition was an open system deviating in 
alternate directions, reflecting multiple timelines 
in which objects can be presented as a hetero-
chronology. The underlying critique was directed 
at our cultural expectations of what an alterna-
tive space has to offer; that is more specifically, a 
critique of “the new.”

Such “new” is not only the logic of the left, 
of Hegelian “sublation,” it is also the “new” of 
the market. Sublation could be defined loosely as 
a canceling, an elevation to a higher level, and a 
preservation, as well as the inevitable integration 
of structures, a synthesis that ushers in dialec-
tical breakthroughs, the turn from feudalism 
to capitalism to socialism, as well as the logic 
that guides chronological art history class, such 
as the one that moves from Impressionism to 
Pointillism to Cubism and in my undergraduate 
experience roughly ended with Richard Serra’s 

“La Poussière de Soleils”, Real 

Fine Arts, New York, 2013,  

installation view

“La Poussière de Soleils”, Real Fine Arts,  

New York, 2013, installation view
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“Tilted Arc”. Such logic is linear, but linearity is 
not always what plays out in reality. The “new” 
accelerates development; students completing the 
work of their predecessor and then disavowing it. 
The “new” primes the ambitious and professional 
graduate student to enter the viewing world, their 
first time inaugurated by yet another summer 
group show. “La Poussière de Soleils” countered 
the accelerated and accelerating bad habits and 
expectations that we accept as part of a normal-
ized landscape in our contemporary, late capitalist 
condition by presenting it alongside the old and 
close to the ancient. Conceptually the exhibi-
tion deflected how value is gauged through a 
set of socially established criteria by suggesting 
that the value of each object rests in relationship 
with the other objects. Within contemporary art 
practices, Robert Smithson’s notion of entropy 
could perhaps be the most available critique of 
the “new.” But rather than starting from ruins 
such as “Partially Buried Woodshed”, or building 

them as in “Spiral Jetty”, in this exhibition time 
has a fluidity that the curator stretches through a 
concurrence of use, appreciation, the singular and 
the common.

“La Poussière de Soleils” was an exhibition 
about the artifact (the Egyptian mirror from the 
second century) and the continuum with con-
temporary art, like Rey Akdogan’s triptych “clip 
on (g) 1-25, 26-50, 51-75” (2013), three velvet-
covered jewelry display boards, with pins in place 
but with the goods long gone. The coupling sug-
gests an exploration of what is otherwise obfus-
cated. It averts arguments of artistic ego, stressing 
instead what Igor Koptyoff has described as the 
strain between individual (artist) and culture, 
more specifically, “the struggle for the individual, 
to bring value to things, and the ultimate clash 
with cultural structure of commoditization.”2

These steps were then countered by a selec-
tion of difficult artworks such as Malouf’s 

“Untitled”, a brown canvas comprised of vegetable 
pigment that seemingly sprouted fungus, and 

“Taschenzimmer (Pocket Room)” (1969) the rem-
nants of Dieter Roth’s studio – a molding banana 
slice with a thumbtack, in a carefully structured 
box. Malouf’s “stabilized” work dressed the part 
of time passing, while Roth’s remained changing. 
The juxtaposition appeals both to a fixation of 
structural time and an embrace of the ecological. 
At odds is the disintegration of material, specula-
tion, and the appreciation in value. Such a race 
eventually leaves the viewer with a canvas of 
carefully cured mushrooms or a well-made box of 
dust. Here, the simultaneity of the stable and the 
unstable is more interesting than the difference 
between them. The duality returns to Henri Berg-
son, who claimed that the only thing that exists 
are “things in the making, not states that remain 

exiting the world’s viewing, susceptible to the 
short attention span of Internet hype or collector 
frenzy, or even auction affirmation, measured 
up against “hashtags”, the ever trending social 
criteria for “achievement” on Instagram. “La 
Poussière de Soleils” renounced the tendency of 
a summer group show – aggregating neither a 
hip parade of America’s next top artists, nor a 
politely packaged presentation of the venue’s artist 
roster. Instead the curator borrowed a title and 
methodology from Raymond Roussel’s enig-
matic body of written work. The protosurrealist 
is known for linguistic distortions starting and 
ending stories with the same phrase, connecting 
the two via a polysemic narrative. The exhibition 
deployed such a strategy and projected it in three 
dimensions.

Curator Olivia Shao applied Roussel’s logic – 
which translates time into form and stretched it 
around the gallery, much as the mind stretches 
when making associations, linking together 
memory and thoughts. Roussel’s method became 
a curatorial procedure, his phonetic games con-
verted to visual rhymes. Such a combination elic-
its comparison between the gallery and mind, as 
the concatenation of works in between provoked 
a thought pattern, a proliferation of unwieldy yet 

related references. The gallery as mind guides 
thought yet does not prescribe it, rather as Henri 
Bergson suggests, it puts the viewer, “in the 
concrete flowing of duration,” allowing us to 
contemplate persistence and multiplicity.1

This was not an exhibition with a single argu-
ment that discrete artworks articulated and built 
upon, nor was it a show about a sentiment. Rather, 
the exhibition was an open system deviating in 
alternate directions, reflecting multiple timelines 
in which objects can be presented as a hetero-
chronology. The underlying critique was directed 
at our cultural expectations of what an alterna-
tive space has to offer; that is more specifically, a 
critique of “the new.”

Such “new” is not only the logic of the left, 
of Hegelian “sublation,” it is also the “new” of 
the market. Sublation could be defined loosely as 
a canceling, an elevation to a higher level, and a 
preservation, as well as the inevitable integration 
of structures, a synthesis that ushers in dialec-
tical breakthroughs, the turn from feudalism 
to capitalism to socialism, as well as the logic 
that guides chronological art history class, such 
as the one that moves from Impressionism to 
Pointillism to Cubism and in my undergraduate 
experience roughly ended with Richard Serra’s 

“La Poussière de Soleils”, Real 

Fine Arts, New York, 2013,  

installation view

“La Poussière de Soleils”, Real Fine Arts,  

New York, 2013, installation view
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Moscow’s art scene knows all about big touring exhibi-
tions of the blockbuster kind; those that contribute to 
the spectacle culture of art. But what happens to a tour-
ing exhibition when it has neither extensive publicity 
nor openings at well-known art spaces?

With planned stops at peripheral locations, his 
truck loaded with fake Burberry fabrics mounted on 
canvas, Merlin Carpenter traveled the former Eastern 
Bloc. Oleg Frolov writes about Carpenter’s stop at Mos-
cow’s Artplay Design Center. Among other things, the 
logics and logistics of the art machine are mocked in 
this cultural exchange of East and West.

Imagine a ubiquitous television scene of a victori-
ous athlete waving a national flag while doing a 
lap of honor past the cheering crowds on tribunes 
dotted with sponsors’ logos. Merlin Carpenter 
(born 1967) used the same all too well-known 
cultural framework of celebratory movement 
and quantitative achievements, nationalism, and 
consumerism to stage a greatly sweeping logisti-
cal show. A large part of the former Eastern Bloc 
territories was his arena; his banner counterfeit 
Burberry fabrics (the artist wittily points out 
the similarity between the checkered Burberry 
blankets and the Saint George’s Cross flag of 
England); and the lap of honor undertaken to 
reevaluate the Western art world’s expansion and 
victories in the context of historical events and 

fixed but only states in the process of change”3. Each work 
is suspended within a perpetual transformation, 
encouraging viewers to slow down and perceive 
the elasticity of time.

The Egyptian amulets – none of the four are 
larger than the size of a small coin – furthered 
such readings of flux. These are objects that could 
be purchased on eBay, their price set by the high-
est bid (from $15.99 to $ 3,500) in decent supply, 
and yet their intimacy, color, scale, all suggest the 
preciousness of a keepsake – an economic anom-
aly tied to the personal and psychological whose 
value is different than the price established by 
the market. Dave Meko’s “Perfume Collection” – 
circles, squiggles and rectangles painted in a grid 
on black background – presented a synesthetic 
translation; the shapes interpret smells culled 
from a collection of perfumes saved by the artist’s 
mother before her death. Here, biography renders 
the work a keepsake, a memento mori, and yet 
it also exists beyond these conditions, operating 
semiotically, open to other interpretation. John 
Kelsey’s wry frottage of bubble wrap twists the 
rationale of storage; the plastic’s patterns and 
rubbing sounds remind us of the ever-increasing 
privatization in art. How many works are stowed 
away, hidden from view, and how do we respond 
to this inaccessibility as opposed to the destruc-
tion or loss of a national treasure?4

For the past five years, Real Fine Arts has been 
an increasingly important presence in New York. 
The proprietors’ commitment to an exclusive style 
of contemporary art has made it idiosyncratic. Its 
unique place isn’t necessarily only due to the con-
tent, but rather a certain irreverence, a smirking 
attitude while keeping a focus on artists, yet per-
forming a cooperative context. Shao’s exhibition 
marked a shift from cynicism toward seriousness, 

imagining a topological methodology. “La Pous-
sière de Soleils” encourages the mind to stretch, 
eliciting responses and revealing judgments – 
how the artwork itself has a timeline that is in 
and out of step with expectations and markers. 
Shao’s exhibition indicated a moment of transi-
tion; one where we are no longer impinged by 
codifications and strict theses. Instead of recourse 
to the group exhibition as the site of Institutional 
Critique, experiment, artwork, and instead of 
seeing the gallery as ready to enter the market, 

“La Poussière de Soleils” stretched our minds, 
looping them around the new, old, and ancient, 
introducing a model of thought that integrates 
feedback and topology. Such a method counters 
dialectics and its pitfalls in relationship to value 
creation, that is to say, the value of the new, with 
aggregation, destabilization, negation, disuse, and 
simultaneity of meaning, allowing us to be both 
in time and out of it. Such a method tacitly adjusts 
our impulses, allowing us to think with art rather 
than to determine it in advance.
PIPER MARSHALL

“La Poussière de Soleils”, Real Fine Arts, New York, June 22–
July 28, 2013.

Notes
1  Henri Bergson, The Creative Mind, Introduction to 

Metaphysics, transl. by Mabille L. Andison, New York 2007, 
p. 157.

2  Igor Koptyoff, “The Cultural Biography of Things. Com-
moditization as Process”, in: The Social Life of Things, 
Commodities in Cultural Perspectives, ed. by Arjun Appa-
duri. Cambridge 1986, p. 76.

3  Bergson, op. cit., p. 157.
4  Koptyoff asks a question similar to this regarding a Renoir 

that has been in an incinerator vs. one that is in perpetual 
storage vs. a murder. Igor Koptyoff, op. cit., p. 67.

MERLIN CARPENTER GOES EAST

On Merlin Carpenter’s “Burberry Propaganda Tour 2013” at ARTPLAY, 
Moscow, and other venues

Merlin Carpenter, “Burberry Propaganda Tour 2013”, ARTPLAY Design Center, Moscow
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'Trust (A mi izquierda)', 2013, installation view 2'Trust (A mi izquierda)', 2013, installation view 2

The closing sequence of Terrence Malick’s 2012 film The closing sequence of Terrence Malick’s 2012 film To TheTo The
WonderWonder shows a Catholic priest (Father Quintana, played byWonderWonderWonder shows a Catholic priest (Father Quintana, played byWonderWonderWonder shows a Catholic priest (Father Quintana, played by
Javier Bardem) working through a crisis of religious faith. On hisJavier Bardem) working through a crisis of religious faith. On his
community rounds we see him wandering the poorcommunity rounds we see him wandering the poor
neighbourhoods of small-town Oklahoma and at the bedsides ofneighbourhoods of small-town Oklahoma and at the bedsides of
the disabled and infirm performing his typical priestly duties. Inthe disabled and infirm performing his typical priestly duties. In
the course of his journey, Father Quintana’s doubts in God’sthe course of his journey, Father Quintana’s doubts in God’s
remote and intervening powers become exasperated. He resorts toremote and intervening powers become exasperated. He resorts to
arranging his belief according to his own personal geometry:arranging his belief according to his own personal geometry:
‘Christ to my right / Christ to my left / Christ behind me / Christ‘Christ to my right / Christ to my left / Christ behind me / Christ
before me,’ he narrates as he dejectedly goes from place to place,before me,’ he narrates as he dejectedly goes from place to place,
borrowing words from an old prayer of Saint Patrick.borrowing words from an old prayer of Saint Patrick.

Taking its subtitle from a translation of Father Quintana’s words,Taking its subtitle from a translation of Father Quintana’s words,
‘Trust (A mi izquierda)’ (On my Left) was a group exhibition‘Trust (A mi izquierda)’ (On my Left) was a group exhibition
curated by Michele D’Aurizio according to a similar compass ofcurated by Michele D’Aurizio according to a similar compass of
divine faith on decline. This was an exhibition that was less aboutdivine faith on decline. This was an exhibition that was less about
an authoritative God or the traditions of religious ceremony, andan authoritative God or the traditions of religious ceremony, and
more about establishing a faith closer to home, summonedmore about establishing a faith closer to home, summoned
through the personal objects of architecture, art and design. Thethrough the personal objects of architecture, art and design. The
exhibition’s press text declared references to the interiorexhibition’s press text declared references to the interior
architecture of the Shakers, Le Corbusier’s priory at Saint Mariaarchitecture of the Shakers, Le Corbusier’s priory at Saint Maria
de le Tourette, and the purist décor of the private home of Luisde le Tourette, and the purist décor of the private home of Luis
Barragan in Mexico City. These references served as an evocativeBarragan in Mexico City. These references served as an evocative
sampler of the spiritual investments that have preceded us in thesampler of the spiritual investments that have preceded us in the
architecture and design of the long-lost 20th century; a complexarchitecture and design of the long-lost 20th century; a complex
web of touchstones for this small-scale exhibition of 12web of touchstones for this small-scale exhibition of 12
thematically evasive works.thematically evasive works.
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The exhibition presented an unlikely and intriguing alliance ofThe exhibition presented an unlikely and intriguing alliance of
artists, from Memphis Group designer Ettore Sottsass, throughartists, from Memphis Group designer Ettore Sottsass, through
artists of different generations (including Bernhard Hegglin, bornartists of different generations (including Bernhard Hegglin, born
in 1989 and Pierre Gilardi, born in 1942), through to the Dogmain 1989 and Pierre Gilardi, born in 1942), through to the Dogma
studio of architect’s Pier Vittorio Aureli and Martino Tattara.studio of architect’s Pier Vittorio Aureli and Martino Tattara.
Most of the works seemed to shirk any clear religiosity. NicolasMost of the works seemed to shirk any clear religiosity. Nicolas
Ceccaldi’s sculpture Ceccaldi’s sculpture Bornogo: Lord of PowerBornogo: Lord of Power (2012), installedBornogo: Lord of PowerBornogo: Lord of PowerBornogo: Lord of Power (2012), installedBornogo: Lord of PowerBornogo: Lord of PowerBornogo: Lord of Power (2012), installed
high on the back wall of the gallery was the only work thathigh on the back wall of the gallery was the only work that
declared its own divine significance, with its title recalling adeclared its own divine significance, with its title recalling a
character mentioned in Dr. John Dee’s 16th-century esotericcharacter mentioned in Dr. John Dee’s 16th-century esoteric
manuscripts. It was also possible to regard the arrangement ofmanuscripts. It was also possible to regard the arrangement of
works by Gedi Sibony, Gilardi and Sottsass as a series of domesticworks by Gedi Sibony, Gilardi and Sottsass as a series of domestic
altars; the sandals and brightly coloured comb of Gilardi’s altars; the sandals and brightly coloured comb of Gilardi’s SandaliSandali
e pettinee pettine (1967) like someone’s personal effects put aside during (1967) like someone’s personal effects put aside during
prayer. Most of the works in ‘Trust (A mi izquierda)’ wereprayer. Most of the works in ‘Trust (A mi izquierda)’ were
occupied with other quasi-religious spectres, whether channelledoccupied with other quasi-religious spectres, whether channelled
through the bewitching furniture of Kaspar Müller’s through the bewitching furniture of Kaspar Müller’s AngularAngular
Shaped ArmoirShaped Armoir (2013) or through Rey Akdogan’s work in twoShaped ArmoirShaped ArmoirShaped Armoir (2013) or through Rey Akdogan’s work in twoShaped ArmoirShaped ArmoirShaped Armoir (2013) or through Rey Akdogan’s work in two
parts, parts, clip on (b) / clip on (b) offcutclip on (b) / clip on (b) offcut (2011–12), which presents theclip on (b) / clip on (b) offcutclip on (b) / clip on (b) offcutclip on (b) / clip on (b) offcut (2011–12), which presents theclip on (b) / clip on (b) offcutclip on (b) / clip on (b) offcutclip on (b) / clip on (b) offcut (2011–12), which presents the
elements of a distressed display board as though ripped apart toelements of a distressed display board as though ripped apart to
expose its hidden messages locked within.expose its hidden messages locked within.

Indeed, many of the works in the show seem to have been chosenIndeed, many of the works in the show seem to have been chosen
precisely because of their internal, concealed and self-madeprecisely because of their internal, concealed and self-made
logics. Uri Aran’s logics. Uri Aran’s UntitledUntitled (2012–13) presented a table of foundUntitledUntitledUntitled (2012–13) presented a table of foundUntitledUntitledUntitled (2012–13) presented a table of found
material appropriated into an intensely private, ritualistic order,material appropriated into an intensely private, ritualistic order,
together with a framed photograph of a girl extending her handtogether with a framed photograph of a girl extending her hand
(in blind faith) to what we might assume to be a horse or another(in blind faith) to what we might assume to be a horse or another
animal in a petting zoo. Hegglin’s works were two slight, wall-animal in a petting zoo. Hegglin’s works were two slight, wall-
mounted objects that shared a title that read like a lexicon ofmounted objects that shared a title that read like a lexicon of
shape-shifting possibilities – shape-shifting possibilities – Blendin, Uhrzeiger, CoinBlendin, Uhrzeiger, Coin
Something, DJ Mental Theo, Jawbreaker, 24.12.2006, DXS,Something, DJ Mental Theo, Jawbreaker, 24.12.2006, DXS,
Sakiz, Bar de LigneSakiz, Bar de Ligne (2013). We might have had to remind (2013). We might have had to remind
ourselves of the religiosity that prefaced ‘Trust (A mi izquierda)’,ourselves of the religiosity that prefaced ‘Trust (A mi izquierda)’,
but these works emphasized art’s own forms of organizingbut these works emphasized art’s own forms of organizing
something to believe in.something to believe in.

Matt PackerMatt Packer
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“La Poussière de Soleils”
07.19.13

AUTHOR: ALLESE THOMSON

06.22.13-07.28.13 Real Fine Arts

“La Poussière de Soleils” (The Dust of Suns) is a witchy summer exhibition curated by Olivia Shao that
casts fifteen contemporary and ancient objects side by side. If an artifact is precious because of the way
time boils on its surface—searing it with touches, scents, and sounds of what is no longer—then Shao’s
meticulous curation has hexed the works on view, effectively annulling “artifact” and “artwork” of their
temporal powers.

She began this task by building a tomb-like room in the center of the gallery and turning the perimeter
into narrow passageways. Inside, vitrines are spotlighted with traditional museum lighting. There are
four Egyptian amulets that Shao found on eBay, a cast bronze of a flatiron by Man Ray, and a bronze
hand-mirror from the second century, also Egyptian. The texture of the rusty mirror is emphasized by the
quaggy surfaces of two oil paintings by Clay Hapaz (from 2005 and 2006), and the mirror’s shape is
echoed by Pat de Groot’s April-Pink Moon, 2004, in which a red orb shudders above a still, dark sea.
Especially bewitching is Rey Akdogan’s Clip on (g) 1–25, 26–50, 51–75, 2013, which consists of neat
rows of numbered pins pierced into display board—cryptic numerical patterns that seem to lack any
objective but the oracular.

Shao has titled her exhibition after a 1926 play by Raymond Roussel, in which a Delphic mix of
antidotes creates a strange imaginary where there are so many times that time cancels itself out,
creating an immortal space. At the back of the gallery is a 1964 cult film by Shuji Terayama, The Cage.
In one scene a Japanese woman dances wildly across a vast field below a turbulent sky as if under the
spell of a ritualistic prayer. The dance ends. The film cuts to a woman with long dark hair standing on
the center of a large clock—she falls head first, her body slamming over the twelve. A broken clock, a
new day, a woman is dead—time is everywhere and its relevance is fatal.
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Martin Heidegger suggests that all materials refer to the ‘towards-which' of their usability and the ‘whereof' of their 
source. But how might a shift in context alter this relationship, if only provisionally? 

Conspicuous Unusable explores this question through work comprised of industrial and commercial materials with an 
ambiguous relationship to authorship. Several of the exhibited artists seem indifferent as to whether their work is 
identifiable as art. Removed from a utilitarian context, and altered in often subtle ways, the ‘whereof' of these works 
remains legible while their ‘towards-which' is transmuted.  

Use, Heidegger writes, has its own kind of sight. It sets up a specific relationship between materials through their 
assignment to given tasks. This instrumental relation—a ‘something-in-order-to’—is constitutive of an object, which 
only reveals itself through use. “Equipment can genuinely show itself only in dealings cut to its own measure,” he 
states. A hammer is used for hammering, a clock tells the time, a shoe is worn, and so forth.  

However, under certain circumstances, an object becomes unusable; only then does its assignment to a given task 
become explicit. Heidegger outlines three types of unusability: when a tool is damaged or material is unsuitable, it 
becomes conspicuous; when a necessary item is missing, everything on hand becomes obtrusive; when something 
impedes the execution of a task, it becomes obstinate. He writes: “In conspicuousness, obtrusiveness, obstinacy, that 
which is ready-to-hand loses its readiness-to-hand in a certain way…. It does not vanish simply, but takes its farewell, 
as it were, in the conspicuousness of the unusable."  

In this group exhibition, the notion of excess is doubly engaged: cast-off materials constitute the excess of a 
productive process, while unused industrial materials—rerouted from a context in which they might be 
instrumentalized for utilitarian ends—are rendered excessive in another sense. The work is a product of corrupted or 
diverted seriality; it demonstrates a concern for form that does not give way to formalism.  

Temporality is foregrounded. The work gestures backward, toward the context from which it came, and forward, 
toward the possibility of reintegration into other cycles of use or neglect. At the same time, it inflects—and is inflected 
by—the history and materiality of the site in which it is installed. The space’s distinctive structural features index its 
prior tenants, a dumpling shop and a Buddhist temple. Both the tile floor and the recessed ceiling are implicated by 
the exhibited work.  

The context of the Lower East Side, where longstanding industrial and commercial activities are held in uneasy 
tension with more recent transplants, is also significant. On its sidewalks, byproducts of the former are joined by the 
detritus of the seemingly perpetual state of renovation catalyzed by the latter. Both the materials and their context are 
reminders that transformation and use are always precarious, provisional, contingent.  

For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 

Miguel Abreu Gallery 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 

Summer Hours:  Tuesday – Saturday, 11:00AM to 6:30PM  
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street 
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� UNCATEGORIZED

The Sovereignty of Strangeness: Conspicuous Unusable at Miguel Abreu

Conspicuous Unusable: Rey Akdogan, Olof Inger, Gabriel Kuri, Jean-Luc Moulène, Charlotte Posenenske, Dorothea Rockburne, Cameron Rowland, a group show at Miguel
Abreu Gallery

June 28 to August 17, 2013
36 Orchard Street, between Hester and Canal
New York City, 212-995-1774
(Summer hours: Tues – Sat, 11 AM – 6:30 PM, or by appointment)

Installation view of Conspicuous Unusable at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York

An art object has no clearly defined purpose beyond the recognition of itself as art. The un-nameable complexity of what art is can be reinforced by its material proximity to
objects that are industrial, entertaining, or fragmented beyond recognition–all of which are qualities that art can hold as well. The seven artists included in Conspicuous Unusable
at Miguel Abreu Gallery make work that highlights this definition of art in relation to utility and refuse-like materials. The show’s title draws on a line from Heidegger in which he
states that objects that are no longer used for their assigned role (for example, a broken clock) do not “vanish simply” but instead, take a “farewell in the conspicuousness of the
unusable.” This philosophical framework opens up a space for reverent (but thankfully not overly high-minded) contemplation of visual art’s relationship to its other: the
purposeful object. The exhibition explores these questions with a tense and interesting collection of works that evoke the intellectual spirit of classic Minimalism but with a more
quiet mindfulness of the limitations of the grand gesture.

Dorothea Rockburne’s contribution is Study for Scalar (1970), a wall piece series that skirts the line between painting and installation in which six sheets of crude oil-stained
paper, nailed to equally stained chipboards are arranged in three perfectly aligned pairs on a wall. The opulent, aged residue of the oil on the surface of both paper and board, a
rugged evidence of action taken, is thrown into a strange relief by the cleanly economic use of nails to adhere paper to board and board to wall. The seriality of Rockburne’s
work seems more like a musical variation than a ratio for linear time; there is no limit to the affinities one can keep discovering between paper, board, oil, and wall placement.
Another use of layers to evoke transformation is proposed in Olof Inger’s Do You Remember? (2013), a diaphanous wall hanging made from a delicate design of pale yellow,



Dorothea Rockburne, Study for Scalar E, 1970, nails, crude oil,

chipboard and paper. Chipboard: 30 x 20 inches. Paper: 16 3/4 x 13

inches. Courtesy of the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery.

rectangle-cut plastic trash bags. In their new incarnation as art, the plastic sheets suggest an almost-too-polite academic study of what happens when industrial materials are
formally repurposed with an eye for harmonious design.

Several works in the show have the more distinct appearance of discarded industrial fragments from the streets of the
Lower East Side. Jean-Luc Moulène’s Chrome (1999), a small, steel cage-like sculpture and Cameron Rowland’s U66
(2013), a thin strip of lacquered steel, are modestly understated. These are objects that do not seem to need people,
and there is an almost unnerving resistance to visual excess and flamboyance. The two crushed soda cans caught
between the marble slabs of Gabriel Kuri’s Two nudes two points (2013) are the most explicit evidence of the
messiness of human life.

A palpable sense of elegy is most apparent in the work that literally points to what is missing from the room. In
Untergerät (2013), Rey Akdogan discretely activates each of her fellow-exhibitors’ art objects with her removal of the
gallery’s white floor tiles to reveal concrete underneath, leaving a thin framed tile edge on two sides of the room’s
surface and along the inside of the front door. This is an intervention along similar lines to the artist’s 2012 exhibition
at Miguel Abreu, night curtain, in which Akdogan kept the gallery open into the nighttime hours, turning the darkened
room, lit by ambient neon light outside, into a three-dimensional magic lantern theater with an overhead fan and a
slide carousel. There is something intriguingly old fashioned about both of these minimalist defacements that hide a
loving respect for the formalities and barriers of a white cube gallery space. Likewise, much of the work in
Conspicuous Unusable is infused with a similar, traditional restraint, an absorbed knowledge of the historical
precedent for such art.

The artist who perhaps most thoroughly embodies the dialectic between use value and material fact is Charlotte
Posenenske (1930-1985), a German minimalist sculptor and staunch conceptualist who abandoned art-making for the
field of sociology in 1968. Her work in the show, Series D Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes) (1967/2009), are modular,
fabricated steel structures (resembling ventilation pipes) that can be installed in an infinite variety of ways. In their
current incarnation they climb up the wall of the gallery, hugging the ceiling in a slightly organic manner. Posenenske’s
removal of authorial intention places even greater emphasis on the theatrical effect of installation. The Square Tubes
have a life of their own, whether installed in front of a bus stop, in a collector’s home, or as part of a gallery exhibition.
In line with Akdogan and Rockburne, here is a work that benefits immensely from its unclear limits. It returns the

sovereignty of strangeness back to the material object at hand, which is all that any artwork can hope to achieve.
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Sensitive to Art & its Discontents

Conspicuously Absent: When Art Goes Undercover
by Thomas Micchelli on August 10, 2013

“Conspicuous Unusable,” installation view at Miguel Abreu, from left: Cameron Rowland, “U66� (2013);
Jean-Luc Moulène, “Chrome” (1999); Charlotte Posenenske, “Series D Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes)”
(1967/2009); Olof Inger, “Do you remember?” (2013) (all images via miguelabreugallery.com)

Even in today’s anything-goes environment, it’s not all that common to encounter a work of art that hews so closely to the
mundane that it risks not being recognized as art at all. Let alone two or three in a single show.

But that’s the case with Conspicuous Unusable, a group exhibition at Miguel Abreu that’s a refreshing throwback to a time
(the 1970s) when the division between art and life was in a constant state of flux and gallery press releases routinely began with
a quotation from Martin Heidegger.

Mind you, this isn’t a game of is-it-or-isn’t-it-art, which was prevalent at the time, as in “Should shooting Chris Burden in the arm
be considered art?” That territory was won generations ago. This is a matter of stumbling over a work of art, which in this case
is an actual, three-dimensional object, and taking it for something else.



Cameron Rowland, “U66� (2013), steel with
standard finish, 66 x 2 1/2 x 2 in (click to enlarge)

As the press release for Conspicuous Unusable explains (citing Heidegger), the form that an object typically takes is tied to its
utilitarian purpose:

Martin Heidegger suggests that all materials refer to the ‘towards-which’ of their usability and the ‘whereof’ of their
source.

In other words, a Phillips head screwdriver’s form is molded by its purpose, which is to turn screws with X-shaped slots. The
statement goes on to say:

But how might a shift in context alter this relationship, if only provisionally?

The question being asked, as I see it, is: does creating an object that is conspicuously unusuable — one that appears to have,
or have had, a purpose but in fact doesn’t — make that object into a de facto work of art? Or does it become simply a useless
object?

The artworks on display are described as “comprised of industrial and commercial materials with an ambiguous relationship to
authorship.”

Backing up that point are Rey Akdogan’s “Untergerät” (2013), thirty-one floor tiles hugging the bases of the gallery’s walls;
Charlotte Posenenske’s “Series D Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes)” (1967/2009), a large, angular sheet metal construction that
looks like an exposed section of the building’s HVAC system; and Cameron Rowland’s “U66” (2013), a narrow, vertical steel
wall piece that could be taken for a very small heating unit.

The press release also suggests that some of the “exhibited artists seem indifferent as to whether their work is identifiable as
art.”

So there you go. But the artists’ supposed indifference to the way their work is perceived doesn’t solve the problem of
Conspicuous Unusable, which is the art’s abdication, or at least subversion, of its status (i.e., state of being) as art.

Getting back to Heidegger — whose phrase “the conspicuousness of the unusable” is mined for the show’s title — if the
screwdriver is bent, or if your screws aren’t Phillips head, or if your wood is too hard for a manual screwdriver and you don’t
have a drill or an awl to make a pilot hole, then “that which is ready-to-hand loses its readiness-to-hand […] It does not vanish
simply, but takes its farewell, as it were, in the conspicuousness of the unusable.”

Charlotte Posenenske, “Series D Vierkantrohre
(Square Tubes)” (1967/2009), sheet steel,
dimensions and configuration variable (click to
enlarge)

However, the objects in this show, most pointedly the ones cited above, are not bent screwdrivers or worn-out shoes; rather,
they are intentionally nonfunctioning objects fabricated out of utilitarian materials — floor tiles, sheet metal, chipboard, paper,
plastic — which underscore their lack of function while engaging in a conceptual inversion of trompe l’oeil.

Unlike the 19th-century canvases of an artist like John Peto (1854-1907), who meticulously painted images of objects mounted
on a surface, such as an old wooden door, that acts as a surrogate for the picture plane, these works don’t prompt us to ask “Is
it real or is it art?” but “Is it art or is it something else?”

That is, if we get to the question at all. Walking across the gallery’s unfinished concrete floor, an unwary visitor might not know
that Akdogan’s piece is art and not a botched tile-removal job (the artist actually excavated the existing floor to create the work)
unless a checklist were at hand. The same is true for Posenenske’s sheet-metal air vent.

Subverting the distinction between art and life isn’t new, but the exhibition presents a fresh take on the idea by mixing more
radical pieces with works like Olof Inger’s “Do you remember?” (2013), made of cascading layers of transparent trash bags
stapled to the wall, and Dorothea Rockburne’s series of six works in crude oil on chipboard and paper, each titled “Study for
Scalar” (1970) but differentiated by a letter from C through H.

Inger and Rockburne look virtually old master-ish in the company of Akdogan, Posenenske and Rowland. Rockburne’s works
are especially interesting to see. With their lustrous pools of oil stains and their frayed, up-from-the-streets textures, they are far
more edgy and evocative than much of what comes later in her career.

The other two pieces in the show are more classical in comportment. Gabriel Kuri’s abstract sculpture, “Two Nudes Two Points”
(2013), which features two aluminum beverage cans crushed between two symmetrical black marble slabs, looks overproduced
in this context, while Jean-Luc Moulène’s “Chrome” (1999), a basket-like open cube of interlocking steel bands installed high on
the wall, projecting about 16 and a half inches into the room, has an old-time formalist feel to it.
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Dorothea Rockburne, “Study for Scalar” series, C through H (1970), nails, crude oil, chipboard, and
paper; each: chipboard, 30 x 20 in (76.2 x 50.8 cm), paper, 16 3/4 x 13 in

Everyone in the show may be using industrial materials, but the individual works are conceived and executed in markedly
different ways. Rockburne’s overlapping, variously toned sheets of stained paper and chipboard create hybrid
painting/sculpture/collages that are austere, abrasive and sensuous. Her work is the most attention grabbing, even though
Posenenske’s faux-HVAC, which towers over it, is almost overbearingly huge.

From the look of things, Rockburne’s purpose was to elevate her cheap, soiled materials in the process of turning them into art.
Posenenske, on the other hand, makes a piece of art that is almost indistinguishable from its utilitarian counterpart, thereby
making no greater demands on her materials than a commercial fabricator would.

Such a demurral on material significance, or signification, whichever you prefer, has a consequence for the cumulative effect of
the piece. Despite the size of Posenenske’s work and its manipulation of space — it starts at floor level, rising to about chest-
high, breaks off, restarts and then bends around a corner to climb nearly all the way to the gallery’s double-height ceiling — its
doubling as a non-functioning functional object, i.e., its self-effacement as art, diminishes its physical presence.
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Rey Akdogan, “Untergerät” (2013), tile flooring
[extraction]; 31 tiles x 0.11 m2 / 566 tiles x 0.11 m2
(click to enlarge)

The same can’t be said for Akdogan’s floor piece, “Untergerät.” After overcoming some initial disorientation, I
began to notice how the floor tiles — the angles at which they were cut and the interaction of their polished ivory
color with the sandy gray concrete floor and the white sheetrock walls—subverted the structure of the room with
a supple, Caligari-like playfulness.

While remaining covert about its identity as a work of art, “Untergerät” activates the space around it in almost undetectable
ways. The opposite tack is taken by Rowland’s vertical steel “U66,” which doubles down on its resistance to the outside world
so intently that it attains a kind of monastic integrity.

These two works, one in its openness and the other in its hermeticism, pull themselves up to the line between art and
something else, teasing the viewer with doubts about their identity, but never quite managing to forswear art’s role as a vessel
of meaning.

Despite the perceptual roadblocks these two works set up, there are too many points of contact — philosophical, historical,
contextual — for them to fully abdicate their status as art and resolve into useless, meaningless things.

Art is mutable and porous, often behaving in ways that have nothing to do with what its creator intended, and an attempt to
exclude meaning (if that is indeed the intention, which I doubt) is especially tricky. Any encounter with a well-considered artifact
will pierce the membrane between object and viewer, and meaning, given half a chance, will seep in.

Conspicuous Unusable continues at Miguel Abreu Gallery (36 Orchard Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan) through August
17.
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Installation view. (Courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery)

on view

‘Conspicuous Unusable’ at Miguel
Abreu Gallery

Works from 1970 by Dorothea Rockburne. (Courtesy the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery)

As the Abreu Gallery prepares to expand into large loft spaces nearby, it’s examining its
longtime home and, by showing art that uses and abuses objects of industry and commerce,
the continuing evolution of the Lower East Side neighborhood that surrounds it, in this rough,
elegant group show.

Curators Leah Pires and Johanna Bergmark have chosen a title that riffs on a line of
Heidegger about tools that are rendered no longer functional, an idea reflected in Rey
Akdogan’s piece, which consists in her having ripped out most of the gallery’s trademark tile
floor. All that remains are awkwardly shaped slivers at the margins and a ghostly grid, harking
back to the building’s prior states, as a dumpling shop and a Buddhist temple.

Steel sheeting conduits designed in 1967 by the heroic late German artist Charlotte
Posenenske also look like a bit of remodeling: they climb from the floor to a wall and then up
the taller half of the gallery, mapping the unusual space while impersonating a construction
that could be used to carry air or conceal pipes or ductwork.

Some work feels painfully obvious, like
Olof Inger’s one-liner of a geometric
abstraction, Do You Remember? (2013),
which he made by overlaying rectangular
sheets of dirty plastic garbage bags found
at a demolition site in Sweden, and
Cameron Rowland’s U66 (2013), part of a
shelving support system used at low-end
retail stores. (Is anyone working on a show
about the recent vogue for art using
garbage and recycling?)

But other artworks more than compensate.
Gabriel Kuri has propped black marble countertops up against the wall and crushed two
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on view

‘Conspicuous Unusable’ at Miguel
Abreu Gallery

Works from 1970 by Dorothea Rockburne. (Courtesy the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery)

As the Abreu Gallery prepares to expand into large loft spaces nearby, it’s examining its
longtime home and, by showing art that uses and abuses objects of industry and commerce,
the continuing evolution of the Lower East Side neighborhood that surrounds it, in this rough,
elegant group show.

Curators Leah Pires and Johanna Bergmark have chosen a title that riffs on a line of
Heidegger about tools that are rendered no longer functional, an idea reflected in Rey
Akdogan’s piece, which consists in her having ripped out most of the gallery’s trademark tile
floor. All that remains are awkwardly shaped slivers at the margins and a ghostly grid, harking
back to the building’s prior states, as a dumpling shop and a Buddhist temple.

Steel sheeting conduits designed in 1967 by the heroic late German artist Charlotte
Posenenske also look like a bit of remodeling: they climb from the floor to a wall and then up
the taller half of the gallery, mapping the unusual space while impersonating a construction
that could be used to carry air or conceal pipes or ductwork.

Some work feels painfully obvious, like
Olof Inger’s one-liner of a geometric
abstraction, Do You Remember? (2013),
which he made by overlaying rectangular
sheets of dirty plastic garbage bags found
at a demolition site in Sweden, and
Cameron Rowland’s U66 (2013), part of a
shelving support system used at low-end
retail stores. (Is anyone working on a show
about the recent vogue for art using
garbage and recycling?)

But other artworks more than compensate.
Gabriel Kuri has propped black marble countertops up against the wall and crushed two
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energy-drink cans between them. The piece’s weird, latent sensuality is underscored by its
title: Two nudes two points (2013). And Jean-Luc Moulène, as is his habit, fashions a
remarkably rich sculpture out of a bare minimum of material: just a few rods of bent steel,
inventively framing the space.

But the real prizes here are six majestic studies by Dorothea Rockburne that she made by
soaking slices of chipboard and paper in oil and then nailing them to the wall as preparation for
her 1971 Scalar, which will be shown in her Museum of Modern Art survey in September.
They’re filled with a virtuosic variety of intimate marks that look rubbed, dripped, soaked and
burned. The piece could have been made yesterday. As in all of the work here, the intended
functions of its materials have been canceled, transmuted into art. They’re unusable, but not
useless. (Through Aug. 17, 2013) 

Follow Andrew Russeth on Twitter or via RSS. arusseth@observer.com

See also
Miguel Abreu Plans Second Lower East Side Gallery

Bowery-Based Anonymous Gallery Starts Mexico City Branch

Sterling Ruby and Pace Gallery Split

Collector Adam Lindemann, Yoshii Gallery, Higher Pictures Plan New Spaces at
980 Madison

Performance Artist Gives Birth to Healthy Baby in Bushwick Gallery
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Michelle Gross � Coordinator, Starting Early Program at NYU School of Medicine

"Is anyone working on a show about the recent vogue for art using garbage and recycling?"

Yeah- Did you see Neo Povera at L&M?

Reply �  � Like � 14 hours ago1

Andrew Russeth � Editor at GalleristNY

Looks like that was a great show, Michelle, thanks. Wish I had been in Los Angeles
when it was up. I'm think particularly of work where garbage and/or recycling is used
almost directly as a readymade, as in many of the pieces here, rather than transformed
or adapted, as with the work of a lot of the artists in 'Neo Povera.' Things like Büchel's
uncredited (and indefensible) homeless shopping carts at the Frieze New York 2012
sculpture park, the funny, weird hanging recycling bags filled with bottles that Claire
Fontaine has been making recently, and the huge, insane Dan Colen tangle of wires and
trash shown at Gavin Brown uptown last fall. Thanks for point me toward the show.

Reply � Like � 12 hours ago

Alan Ashlay � South Carolina State University

I make about $500 weekly and work 25 hours. MY freind got me into it after I saw her
first check $400 for just some part time data entry work.working from home saves
money in several ways like "Tax".Love being home with the family. Check out the
website.
www.Dub50.c ��m
Reply �  � Like � 8 hours ago1
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Dates:   September 16 – October 14, 2012  
 
Reception: Sunday, September 16,  d u s k  t o  9 P M  

 
Hours:  Wednesday – Sunday,  d u s k  t o  m i d n i g h t  
 

 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Sunday, September 16th, of night curtain, Rey Akdogan’s 
first solo exhibition at the gallery. 

One of the particularities of the show is that it will be open to the public in the evening and night only, from dusk to 
midnight, Wednesday through Sunday. Within these late and dark hours of operation, Akdogan’s work will repurpose 
and sharpen lighting conditions, both those from the gallery’s varied existing scheme and those immediately received 
from the street. But the unquestioned norms and fleeting memory of other environments, ranging from industrial 
warehouses, aircraft hangars, factories, supermarkets, and perhaps even movie theatres, will also resonate in the space 
somewhat ambiguously. An initially hidden, tweaked, oversized industrial ceiling fan producing shadow effects; amber-
toned translucent PVC strips bisecting parts of the space; a discrete step light positioned near an electrical outlet, along 
with projected slides made of theater lighting gels and a leftover piece of kiwi bag packaging, will all contribute to 
building the oblique, heightened atmospheric charge that, in the end, can be called the show. 
 
  
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 

Miguel Abreu Gallery 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, dusk to midnight or by appointment 
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street 
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Rey Akdogan
MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY
36 Orchard Street, 
September 16–October 14
Open only between dusk and midnight, “Rey Akdogan: night
curtain” is so inconspicuous as to be camouflaged among its
surrounding Chinatown storefronts. Under cover of darkness, the
artist’s meticulous arrangements of industrial objects and lighting
accentuate contrasts between inside and outside the gallery—
between obdurate materiality and exhibition as tableau, seen from
afar.

In the front room, visible from the street, is Carousel #1, 2010–12,
a projector running through handmade abstract slides (mixtures of
translucent lighting gels and opaque elements, like black Cinefoil).
Further inside, Artikelgruppe, 2012, features a PVC strip curtain,
like the plastic that covers the doorways in factories or
warehouses, here draped and bunched on the left of the back
room’s entrance. Within, set beneath bright halogen lights, an
industrial-size fan spins slowly, casting shifting shadows; on the
floor there is a tight stack of sandblasted glass diffusers, like a
miniature of Robert Smithson’s Mirror Stratum, 1966. Elsewhere, smaller lights serve as subtle accents unto
themselves: One in front of the PVC curtain and another on the street above a door to the basement are tinted with
red gels, while one of the two electrical outlets in Diptych, 2012, glows white near Carousel #1’s slide show, like a
night-light.

Akdogan has covered one half of the two doors to the gallery with an N-9 neutral density filter, producing one
filtered and one unflitered view of the show from outside. The fan is not visible because of the back room’s higher
ceiling and from this vantage point, its faint strobing of the lights and rippling of the PVC read like cinematic effects
(and indeed, its “breeze” is synthesized by the gallery‘s air conditioning system). For Michelangelo Antonioni, the
slow fan reflected on the film medium itself; here it is just another element that can be seen, if the viewer elects to
enter, navigate, and discover.

— Daniel Quiles

Rey Akdogan, Diptych, 2012, step light and
dimmer, each element: 4 1/2 x 2 3/4”.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY





 
 
 
Solo projects by Rey Akdogan, Edgardo Aragón, Ilja Karilampi, 
and Caitlin Keogh 
 
On view June 3, 2012—September 17, 2012 
MoMA PS1 presents a series of solo project exhibitions by four international emerging 
artists, including the New York premiere of videos by both Edgardo Aragón and Ilja 
Karilampi, Caitlin Keogh’s first solo museum exhibition, and the presentation of a 
new installation by Rey Akdogan. 
 
 
— 
 
 
Rey Akdogan: off set 
 
Assembling works from industrial materials like lighting gels, common packaging 
plastics, Mylar, and other commercial-grade films, New York-based artist Rey 
Akdogan is interested in the physical presence of her works and consistently 
highlights their materiality. Akdogan often utilizes objects counter to their intended 
use—traditionally, colored gels for cinematic and theatrical lighting create distinct 
light conditions while remaining hidden from view; the artist extracts and edits the 
atmospheric and surface properties of these materials, often directly in the exhibition 
space—manipulating layers of color pigments, print, and light sources. The works 
reconfigure the way these familiar elements filter light, partition space, define 
volume, contain items, or act as barriers. 
 
For her MoMA PS1 exhibition, Akdogan presents a new group of works, featuring 
sculpture, lighting alterations, and a 35mm slide projection. Akdogan utilizes no 
photographic processes in creating the slides; rather, each frame is assembled from 
layers of lighting gels, light diffusers, correction gels, and commercial packing 
plastic. Each carousel is composed of sequences that explore a surface constraint, or 
material limitation, found within the film and packing materials. In total, the 
exhibition creates modulations of light, color, and space while keeping apparent its 
means of production. 
 
Rey Akdogan (German, b. 1974) lives and works in New York. She studied at Central 
Saint Martins College of Art and Design, London (2000–1), and took part in The 
Whitney Museum of American Art Independent Study Program (2003–4). She has 
been included in numerous exhibitions in the US and Europe. Recent group shows 
include Surface Affect, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, and Exquisite Corpse Pose, 
Elisabeth Ivers gallery, New York. Recent one-person exhibitions include Silent 
Partner, Andrew Roth, New York; Carousels, Rolls and Offcuts, Sutton Lane, London; 
and Universal Fittings, Common Room2, New York. 
!
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Rey Akdogan
ALEX KITNICK

FOR AN UNREALIZED 1937 PROJECT, Fernand Léger 
proposed to bathe Paris in colored light. “I asked for 
300,000 unemployed to clean and scrub the facades,” 
the artist recounted in his 1946 essay “Modern 
Architecture and Color.” The goal was to “create a 
white and luminous city,” and “in the evening the 
Eiffel Tower, like an orchestra-leader,” would play 
“the most powerful projectors in the world upon the 
streets.” Léger conceived of his project, collectively 
scaled in both production and reception, as a way to 
trump the alienation of modern life by maximizing its 
effects. “What, in the end, makes advertisements so 
superior to criticism?” Walter Benjamin had asked 

some ten years prior. “Not what the moving red neon 
sign says—but the fiery pool reflecting in the 
asphalt.” Following Benjamin, Léger imagined a 
media architecture that would turn advertising’s 
seductive surfaces toward other, “postcritical” pur-
poses. Color had the power to alter environments, 
create ambience, and mobilize affect, and all these 
things were crucial if art was going to maintain its 
relevance in the face of an increasingly overwhelming 
commercial culture. If Léger’s project envisaged the 
co-optation of advertising’s techniques in order to 
exceed them, however, today such tactics have been 
assimilated to more ambivalent ends. In her recent 

book Kissing Architecture (2011), Sylvia Lavin 
describes how “color, reflection, pattern, and tex-
ture” have now transformed architecture into a com-
plete “sensory apparatus” that responds to “the full 
range of affective demands made by culture.” Rather 
than provide a respite from current forces, or an 
attempt to collectivize them, architecture, too, now 
contributes to an environment that bodies forth sen-
sation at all times.

In the past few years, the artist Rey Akdogan has 
begun picking apart our contemporary mediascape 
by examining the connections between ambience and 
affect, and their relationship to color and collectivity, 

Opposite page: Rey Akdogan, 
AWC, 2011, poster, paper, scenic 
paint, cotton string, lighting gel, 
tape, 941⁄2 x 26 x 7".

Below: Rey Akdogan, Yanber 
12850, 2011, fluorescent light, 
pressed tin, lighting filters,  
lighting gel, lens tissue paper, 
colored packaging, 193⁄8 x  
361⁄4 x 10".
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In Akdogan�s work, one sees how  
the language of affect has become  
ingrained in everything from  
the smallest crevices to the largest  
habitats of our daily lives.

in a studious, idiosyncratic, and poetic manner. 
Armed with devices borrowed from the worlds of 
stage design, commercial photography, architectural 
scenography, and the everyday—among them fluo-
rescent rods, lighting gels, and various forms of 
packaging—she has put together assemblages that 
literally objectify the elusive elements of environmen-
tal stimulation while never quite cohering into things 
sturdy enough to be called sculptures. In AWC, 2011, 
for example, various items simultaneously come 
together and stand apart in a tentative encounter. A 
sheet of crinkled yellow lighting gel is suspended on 
the wall with magnets while a cylinder of black kraft 
paper and a rolled-up poster reading art workers 
won’t kiss ass stand on the floor as if ready to be 
laid out or shipped off. Taking its title from the Art 
Workers’ Coalition, the work strikes an uneasy bal-
ance between the desire for a politicized role for 
artmaking and its embeddedness in contemporary 
design. Similarly, the title of Yanber 12850, 2011—
an illuminated fluorescent light positioned at the 
base of a wall next to a vintage pressed-tin tile and 
a host of other props including “Cinegels,” lens tis-
sue paper, and colored plastic—has a geopolitical 
association: It is taken from the name of a Costa 

Rican company that produces packaging for 
bananas and other produce. Where Dan Flavin used 
similar materials to create environmental and immer-
sive installations full of exalted halations and radiant 
glows, Akdogan lays her materials bare, treating 
them more like castoffs and leftovers of some larger 
project. Her interest is not in enveloping the viewer 
but in allowing him or her to regain a modicum of 
critical distance. One is invited to gaze at the devices 
of theatricality from a welcome remove. 

As part of her investigations into the mechanisms 
of contemporary visual stimulation, Akdogan has 
also produced several sequences of handmade slides 
that she displays with the help of a standard Kodak 
projector. Though using photographic technology as 
her support, Akdogan creates these projections with-
out the involvement of any photographic technique. 
Pulling apart a standard 35-mm slide, she creates a 
composition within its aperture that she then clicks 
into place by fastening the cartridge back together; 
no glue or adhesive is used. Fusing the haptic and the 
optic into shallow reliefs, Akdogan creates a pre-
carious tension between these two modes of appre-
hending. In addition to lighting gels, the objects that 
go into these tiny image-sculptures include various 
pieces of refuse, which, printed according to the 
CMYK color model, are not meant for projection. 
When light is shot through them, their colors 
change, producing alternate, if not opposite, effects. 
White turns into brown, and yellow fades into black. 
Material is pushed against the grain. 

When these slides are submitted to the timer of 
the projector, they present a variety of permutations 
and variations as well as hiccups, gaps, and seams. 
In Carousel #4, 2010, red parallel lines cross and 
crumple, and a yellow grid closes in on itself, while 
the most recent of the slide pieces, Carousel #6,
2011–12, presents a vast assortment of geometric 
abstractions and bruised monochromes. (The latter 
is currently on view at Andrew Roth in New York, 
where the gallery’s lighting sources have also been 
submitted to a series of alterations, modifying the 
colors and thus viewers’ experience of the other 
works in the space.) One cannot absorb such works 
in a state of distraction, but rather is compelled to 
pay them special attention. In their dissection of 
colored material, one sees how the language of 
affect—the heightening of sensation—has become 
ingrained in everything from the smallest crevices 
to the largest habitats of our daily lives. By both 
blowing up and reducing these fragments of profes-
sional lighting equipment and late-capitalist detritus 
into studies of equal size, Akdogan exposes the per-
vasiveness of sensory technologies and effects, while 
at the same time seeking to divert them to different 
ends. Though her goal is perhaps the opposite of 

Léger’s, in her insistence on projection Akdogan nev-
ertheless hints at a form of public address—even if it 
can no longer be seen as an explicitly collective one. 
Rather than intervening in public, one now decon-
structs from the inside, and among Akdogan’s 
achievements is the opening up of new pleasures and 
forms of attention that result from this private pull-
ing apart. Circumscribing her work’s audience by 
showing her projections in gallery settings (though 
she has also offered them for rent in a store), 
Akdogan addresses not a mass public impressed by 
spectacularly scaled color but analytic individuals 
focusing on it indoors. 

Akdogan’s response to this historical shift might 
be compared to her use of the antiquated technology 
of the Kodak slide projector in a way that is neither 
melancholic nor nostalgic, but rather forensic, 
engaging, and reanimating. In the carousel works, 
the translation of the small, concrete reality of a 
single slide into a larger image, for example, is cru-
cial to their effect, yet at the same time they do not 
celebrate the photographic apparatus as much as 
they point to the importance of materiality at large. 
By creating a tension between physical things and 
abstract environments, Akdogan’s work insists on the 
very materiality of the immaterial. If our current 
economy is one of experiences, in other words, they 
are nevertheless constructed ones—and ones that 
might be constructed differently at that. 

Yet if Akdogan’s art is itself posited as a mediation 
of two seemingly contradictory states—inhabiting 
the site where materiality and experience collide—it 
also suggests that its own condition is provisional 
and subject to revision. The artist’s Pamplemousse 
Rouge, 2011, a pouch containing a drop cloth and 
colored packaging hanging from a wooden paint 
stirrer, makes the point explicit. It’s a bizarre off-the-
shelf kit, ready to go, yet at the same time totally 
dysfunctional. It offers tools to work with, but the 
variety of scales implied makes for a weird and 
slightly pathetic-looking package. Like much of 
Akdogan’s work, Pamplemousse Rouge appears 
hesitant about the prospect of opening up and put-
ting on a show, preferring to hang in a state of con-
flicted potential. If there is something of a mistrust 
of the power of affect in the artist’s practice, it has 
its roots in a wariness regarding the uses to which it 
has been put by the experience economy. Like Léger, 
Akdogan has a desire to push through such tech-
niques—to “right” them instead of simply critiqu-
ing them. If another world is possible, her work 
implies, it will have to be built from the ruins and 
scrap of the one in which we live. It will also have to 
be in color. 

ALEX KITNICK IS A 2011–2012 FELLOW AT THE  
GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE IN LOS ANGELES. 

Above: Rey Akdogan, Carousel #4 
(details), 2010, lighting gels, 
colored packaging, slide frames, 
dimensions variable.  

Below: View of “Rey Akdogan: Silent 
Partner,” 2012, Andrew Roth gallery, 
New York.

Rey Akdogan, Pamplemousse 
Rouge, 2011, drop cloth, paint 
stirrer, packaging, lighting gel,  
141⁄4 x 141⁄4 x 2".

Above: Rey Akdogan, Carousel #4, 
2010, lighting gels, colored 
packaging, slide frames. 
Installation view, Sutton Lane, 
London, 2011.
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crumple, and a yellow grid closes in on itself, while 
the most recent of the slide pieces, Carousel #6,
2011–12, presents a vast assortment of geometric 
abstractions and bruised monochromes. (The latter 
is currently on view at Andrew Roth in New York, 
where the gallery’s lighting sources have also been 
submitted to a series of alterations, modifying the 
colors and thus viewers’ experience of the other 
works in the space.) One cannot absorb such works 
in a state of distraction, but rather is compelled to 
pay them special attention. In their dissection of 
colored material, one sees how the language of 
affect—the heightening of sensation—has become 
ingrained in everything from the smallest crevices 
to the largest habitats of our daily lives. By both 
blowing up and reducing these fragments of profes-
sional lighting equipment and late-capitalist detritus 
into studies of equal size, Akdogan exposes the per-
vasiveness of sensory technologies and effects, while 
at the same time seeking to divert them to different 
ends. Though her goal is perhaps the opposite of 

Léger’s, in her insistence on projection Akdogan nev-
ertheless hints at a form of public address—even if it 
can no longer be seen as an explicitly collective one. 
Rather than intervening in public, one now decon-
structs from the inside, and among Akdogan’s 
achievements is the opening up of new pleasures and 
forms of attention that result from this private pull-
ing apart. Circumscribing her work’s audience by 
showing her projections in gallery settings (though 
she has also offered them for rent in a store), 
Akdogan addresses not a mass public impressed by 
spectacularly scaled color but analytic individuals 
focusing on it indoors. 

Akdogan’s response to this historical shift might 
be compared to her use of the antiquated technology 
of the Kodak slide projector in a way that is neither 
melancholic nor nostalgic, but rather forensic, 
engaging, and reanimating. In the carousel works, 
the translation of the small, concrete reality of a 
single slide into a larger image, for example, is cru-
cial to their effect, yet at the same time they do not 
celebrate the photographic apparatus as much as 
they point to the importance of materiality at large. 
By creating a tension between physical things and 
abstract environments, Akdogan’s work insists on the 
very materiality of the immaterial. If our current 
economy is one of experiences, in other words, they 
are nevertheless constructed ones—and ones that 
might be constructed differently at that. 

Yet if Akdogan’s art is itself posited as a mediation 
of two seemingly contradictory states—inhabiting 
the site where materiality and experience collide—it 
also suggests that its own condition is provisional 
and subject to revision. The artist’s Pamplemousse 
Rouge, 2011, a pouch containing a drop cloth and 
colored packaging hanging from a wooden paint 
stirrer, makes the point explicit. It’s a bizarre off-the-
shelf kit, ready to go, yet at the same time totally 
dysfunctional. It offers tools to work with, but the 
variety of scales implied makes for a weird and 
slightly pathetic-looking package. Like much of 
Akdogan’s work, Pamplemousse Rouge appears 
hesitant about the prospect of opening up and put-
ting on a show, preferring to hang in a state of con-
flicted potential. If there is something of a mistrust 
of the power of affect in the artist’s practice, it has 
its roots in a wariness regarding the uses to which it 
has been put by the experience economy. Like Léger, 
Akdogan has a desire to push through such tech-
niques—to “right” them instead of simply critiqu-
ing them. If another world is possible, her work 
implies, it will have to be built from the ruins and 
scrap of the one in which we live. It will also have to 
be in color. 

ALEX KITNICK IS A 2011–2012 FELLOW AT THE  
GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE IN LOS ANGELES. 

Above: Rey Akdogan, Carousel #4 
(details), 2010, lighting gels, 
colored packaging, slide frames, 
dimensions variable.  

Below: View of “Rey Akdogan: Silent 
Partner,” 2012, Andrew Roth gallery, 
New York.

Rey Akdogan, Pamplemousse 
Rouge, 2011, drop cloth, paint 
stirrer, packaging, lighting gel,  
141⁄4 x 141⁄4 x 2".

Above: Rey Akdogan, Carousel #4, 
2010, lighting gels, colored 
packaging, slide frames. 
Installation view, Sutton Lane, 
London, 2011.
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